






















A CERTAIN ANGLE 

I imagine visitors to the galleries at the exhibition under consideration here 
and I envision the self-identity that will be reinforced, for theni, therein. I 
imagine the future of their travels through this problematic space with its 
highly dubious representations. Objects of hatred and loathing, vile images of 
intolerance. Oneness as violence. 

The space will fill a void. It always has. 

I consider the mechanisms by which subject construction takes place now and, 
if one may extrapolate the machinations and effects of former space based 
on those of the present, perhaps during an awestruck exploration of cathe
drals in the medieval period as well. One might postulate that, in the manner 
of our contemporary spaces, the subject was then (as it is now) positioned 
through a process of triangulation. As is well known, one point alone is inade
quate for positioning in space, and, inasmuch as the subject itself is a function 
of space and its images/objects, so too is one point insufficient in the formula
tion of sub·ectivit . Thus: X and Y axis. 

THE CASE OF PHILIP GUSTON 

The Narcissism of Minor Differences took flight from a quotidian conversation 
about Guston's 'Klu Klux Klan' paintings. It very much seems to me that this 
profound work takes self-criticism to an entirely new, and entirely devastating 
level. There is a war going on outside the walls of Guston's studio, a bitterly 
divisive war about race. And he, Guston, remains in the comfort of his loft, 
making paintings. Merely making paintings. 

Guston is not an activist; nor is he a racist. His double-negative subject position 
is created by virtue of being-not, neither this nor that. Thus, he is self-posi
tioned as an artist working away in his studio while cities burn, and, appar
ently, painfully aware of the fact. 

My fear is that the exhibition will have been a profoundly successful failure, 
something along the lines of a Guston work. For what does work of this kind 
and exhibitions of this ilk accomplish other than to reinforce the liberal-demo
cratic, autonomous self? 

Imagine a viewer making his or her way through these exhibition spaces, 
anges • th here confronted by a racist sentiment, there face-to-face with a homophobic 

iven one. The viewer refuses: I am not those. And as the voyage through the space 
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construction of self, from these two (dis)placements; one point, again, simply lated location bend and assume new configurations. Yet, unless the spaces are 
does not suffice. visited by the truly hateful, none will identify with these manifestations of 

And this is operational - perhaps must be operational - in the temporal di
mension as well. Perhaps this is the case for Rushdie's young doctor, a subjec
tivity positioned simultaneously in space and in/over time. 

That is, there is no Other, or, in any case, it is insufficient/partial/un-whole. 
There is no Other; there are only ever Others which provide multiple triangula
tions. The triangulated visitors to this show - in point of fact, its subjects - will 
have the desire to possess, to master the objects and images around them, and 
their demand will be realized by positioning themselves in the web established 
in these spaces, in the spaces in between, between these Others. X and Y. It is 
never that I am not that; it is always and forever a matter of I am not those. 

Again, a single instance of alterity never suffices. The Narcissism of Minor Dif

ferences will hopefully have created the network, the web of these refusals 
that create the conditions for this (self)positing and hence (self)acceptance. 

Why refusals and why (self)acceptance? 

intolerance, or will only do so in the negative. Again: I am not these. The end 
result of this denial is a consequent acceptance and valorization of the self 
as currently lived. While outside, the State of Exception persists and the cities 
continue, there literally and here figuratively, to burn. 

Christopher Whittey I 2010
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